
Charlie is an artist who works out of his apartment. He is very introverted and doesn’t
really like to go out too much since the death of his significant other. The only thing he has left of
them is their cat Fred. Since his significant other has died, Charlie’s aura has consistently been
dark blue (representing sadness) Everyday Charlie looks out his window and sees people
walking about with their aura glows that are yellow and pink (happiness and love). But everyday
he also shuts the blinds because he wishes he could be like them.One day when he was
painting a picture of his cat Fred and when he went into the other room to feed him, Fred would
not move from the couch. Charlie went over to wake him up but Fred would still not move.
Charlie shook fred harder but then realized that he had passed away. (Visually we can see his
aura glow dim away) He starts to walk around the house numb and emotionless trying to
comprehend what had just happened when he hears someone knock at the door. Opening the
door was a delivery man who asked him why he had no aura glow at all and seemed
concerned. “I think my cat just passed away and now I have to plan a funeral” the delivery man
responds and says “if you need anything you know where to find me” (points at his name tag.)
Charlie begins to frantically plan Fred's funeral. He calls to order lilies for the funeral and they
confirm the order. He finally leaves his house and goes to pick up the flowers but when he gets
them they give him snapdragon flowers that he didn’t order. (we see his aura glow turn bright
red). Charlie begins to flip out at the flower shop worker but then entering the store is the
delivery man who sees Charlie in a full rage. The delivery man named Mike tries to calm and
reason with Charlie and then kindly asks the worker if they would correct his order and get them
immediately. He shuffles off to get the flowers and Charlie begins to calm down as the mentor
talks him through deep breaths. Mike then offers to walk to the funeral home with him to get a
plot of land. When the funeral home denies Charlie the plot of land because it is for a cat not a
human. Charlie tries to bargain and offer to pay more for the land but he still gets denied.( his
aura comes back but now in a purple color for moodiness which will be shown him rolling his
eyes) Mike then tells him Fred doesn’t need a huge plot of land to make his funeral special, he
just needs a simple setting with the people that love him.(When he accepts this aura changes to
dark blue again) Mike suggests doing it at the park and then burying him in the backyard so he
is near. Charlie splits from Mike and insists on walking back home along and continuing to plan
the funeral by himself. As he is walking home he sees people happy with their friends and
significant others but then he breaks down on the middle of the sidewalk. As he walks home he
is deeply depressed and he gets into bed and doesn’t want to move. Meanwhile Mike is at the
printers making the pamphlets for the funeral and goes to drop them off at his house but he
sees the door wide open and peaks in and looks for Charlie. He sees Charlie on the bed sulking
and numb. Then Mike proceeds to tell him about how he isn’t alone and that maybe Fred and
the significant other wanted him to find Mike and for them to become friends. They wouldn’t
have wanted him to sit around and feel sorry for himself. They would’ve wanted him to use this
as inspiration for his art. I’ll be at the park at 5 for the funeral so if you feel like going i'll be there”
Then Mike is at the park ready for the ceremony meanwhile charlie has accepted what has
happened after seeing the printed pamphlet. Charlie rushes to the park to say goodbye to Fred
and Mike turns around and smiles when he sees Charlie and says “I knew you'd come”. He puts
the painting of Fred that he was working on by the tree and smiles and then his aura glow
changes to sky blue for acceptance.


